Scalp Acupuncture Therapy
Scalp acupuncture is easy to perform in clinic and is especially effective for cerebral diseases and disorders of both external and internal medicine, gynecology, pediatrics, and ENT. Dr Wang provides a general introduction to the origins and development of scalp acupuncture, head anatomy, channels, collaterals and points on the head, as well as the different schools of scalp acupuncture, treatments, contraindications and precautions, and clinical application for various diseases.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am not sure if it is a translation issue, but there are several images in this that have the wrong zone’s labeled or are simply unclear. While this would be caught and worked around by many students/practitioners, it is still a problem. Specifically if you look at images for E Ding zone and E Pang zones, there is an image where the E Pang zones are labeled E Ding Zones.

A good overview of all (7) systems of scalp acupuncture. numbering systems a little complex. caption-headings are light instread of dark. should be spaces between paragraphs. much interesting info.
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